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 .If G is an uncountable set, then any equivalent renorming of c G contains an0
asymptotically isometric copy of c . If Y is an infinite dimensional closed subspace0
 5 5 .of c ? , then Y contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c . If X and Y are`0 0
two infinite dimensional Banach spaces and if X contains an asymptotically
Ãisometric copy of c , then the injective tensor product of X and Y, X m Y,0 «
contains a complemented asymptotically isometric copy of c . Similarly, if X0
contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c , then the Lebesgue]Bochner0
pw x .space L 0, 1 , X contains a complemented asymptotically isometric copy of c .0
Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of an asymptotically isometric copy of l1 was introduced in
w x 1w x8 and used to show that every nonreflexive subspace of L 0, 1 fails the
fixed point property for nonexpansive self-maps on closed bounded convex
w x 1 .sets. Later, in 9 , this notion was used again to show that l G can never
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be equivalently renormed to have the fixed point property for nonexpan-
sive self maps on closed bounded convex sets, whenever G is an uncount-
w xable set. Applications of this result were also provided in 9 , and a
companion notion of an asymptotically isometric copy of c was intro-0
 w x. w xduced see also 10 . It is shown in 9 that Banach spaces containing
asymptotically isometric copies of c fail the fixed point property for0
nonexpansive self maps on closed bounded convex sets. The aim of this
note is to show that several classical spaces that contain a copy of c also0
contain an asymptotically isometric copy of c and in some cases contain a0
complemented asymptotically isometric copy of c .0
In Section 2 we derive a method for detecting asymptotically isometric
copies of c in Banach spaces and we use this method to show that any0
 .equivalent renorming of c G contains an asymptotically isometric copy of0
c whenever G is uncountable the uncountability of G is necessary0
w x.because of the examples in 10 . We also show that any infinite dimen-
 5 5 .sional subspace of c , ? contains an asymptotically isometric copy`0
of c .0
w xIn 3 , Cembranos proved that if K is an infinite compact Hausdorff
space and if X is an infinite dimensional Banach space, then the Banach
 .space, C K, X , of continuous X-valued functions on K, equipped with
the supremum norm, contains a complemented copy of c . This result was0
w xlater generalized by Saab and Saab 14 , where it is shown that if X and Y
are infinite dimensional Banach spaces one of which contains a copy of c ,0
Ãthen the injective tensor product X m Y contains a complemented copy of«
w xc . Emmanuele 11 considered the analogous problem for Lebesgue]0
Bochner spaces and proved that if X is a Banach space which contains a
pw x .copy of c , then the Lebesgue]Bochner space L 0, 1 , X contains a0
complemented copy of c , when 1 F p F `.0
w xA well-known result of James 13 says that if a Banach space contains a
copy of c , then it contains an almost isometric copy of c . It is natural to0 0
ask if, in the above results, one can obtain not only a complemented copy
of c , but an almost isometric complemented copy of c . This is in fact0 0
w xtrue and can be seen by modifying the proofs in 3, 7, 11, 14 , or by
modifying the proofs of the results in Section 3 of this note.
In Section 3 we show that the analogous results for containment of a
complemented asymptotically isometric copy of c hold in the same0
w xsettings as the results in 3, 11, 14 .
2. BANACH SPACES CONTAINING ASYMPTOTICALLY
ISOMETRIC COPIES OF c0
DEFINITION 1. A Banach space X contains an asymptotically isometric
 .  .copy of c if, for every null sequence « in 0, 1 , there exists a sequence0 n
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 .  . < < 5 5  . < <x in X such that sup 1 y « t F  t x F sup 1 q « t , for alln n n n n n n n n n
 .finite sequences t of real numbers.n
 .  .  .Remark. Note that if « is a null sequence in 0, 1 and x is an n
 . < < 5 5  . < <sequence in X such that sup 1 y « t F  t x F sup 1 q « t ,n n n n n n n n n
 .for all finite sequences t of real numbers, then for each null sequencen
 .  .  .  .  . < <d in 0, 1 , there is a subsequence x of x so that sup 1 y d tn n n k k kk
5 5  . < <  .F  t x F sup 1 q d t , for all finite sequence t of real numbers.k k n k k kk
Consequently, when looking for asymptotically isometrically isometric
copies of c inside a Banach space, it suffices to show that there exists a0
 .  .  . null sequence « in 0, 1 and a sequence x in X such that sup 1 yn n n
. < < 5 5  . < <  .« t F  t x F sup 1 q « t , for all finite sequences t of realn n n n n n n n n
numbers.
The following result gives us an alternative way of detecting asymptoti-
cally isometric copies of c in Banach spaces.0
THEOREM 2. A Banach space X contains an asymptotically isometric copy
 .of c if and only if there exists a sequence x in X and constants0 n n
 .0 - m - M - ` such that, for all finite collections of scalars t ,n
< < 5 5 < <1 m sup t F t x F M sup t , . n n n n
n nn
and
5 52 lim x s M . . n
nª`
Proof. Suppose that X contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c .0
 .  .  .Let « be a null sequence in 0, 1 . Then there exists a sequence y inn n
 . < < 5 5  . < <X such that sup 1 y « t F  t y F sup 1 q « t for all finiten n n n n n n n n
 .  .sequences t of real numbers. Define x s y r 1 q « and let m sn n n n
w .  .xinf 1 y « r 1 q « . Then 0 - m - 1 and for all sequences of scalarsn n n
 .t ,n
< < 5 5 < <m sup t F t x F sup t ,n n n n
n nn
 .  . 5 5 5 5and since 1 y « r 1 q « F x F 1, we have lim x s 1.n n n nª` n
 .Conversely, suppose that X contains a sequence x satisfying condi-n n
 .  .  .  .tions 1 and 2 , and let « be a null sequence in 0, 1 . By replacing xn n n
5 5with x rM we can assume that M s 1. In particular, m F x F 1, forn n
5 5all n g N, and lim x s 1. Hence, by passing to subsequences ifnª` n
5 5necessary we can assume that 1 y « F x F 1, for all n g N.n n
By passing to subsequences again, if necessary, we can assume that
 .« - mr4 for all n g N. Define d s m and d s 4rm « for all n G 2.n 1 n n
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5 n 5Consider the expression  t x for scalars t , t , . . . , t . By assump-ks1 k k 1 2 n
tion we have
n
< < < <m max t F t x F max t .k k k k
1FkFn 1FkFnks1
< <By scaling we can assume that max t s 1. Thus we have1F k F n k
n
m F t x F 1. k k
ks1
To show that X contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c it suffices0
to show that
n
< <max 1 y d t F t x F 1. . k k k k
1FkFn ks1
Since we already have the right-hand inequality it remains only to show the
< <left-hand inequality. First, note that if t - m, thenj
n
< < < <1 y d t F 1 y « t - m F t x . .  . j j j k k
ks1
< < < <Secondly, if t G m, then choose c with c t s t . By convexity we havej j j j j
5 51 y « F xj j
1 1F x q c t x q x y c t x j j k k j j k k2 2
1FkFn , k/j 1FkFn , k/j
1 1F x q c t x q .j j k k2 2
1FkFn , k/j
5 5Hence x q  c t x G 1 y 2« . By convexity again we havej 1F k F n, k / j j k k j
1 y 2« F x q c t xj j j k k
1FkFn , k/j
n
1 1F c t x q 2 y c t x q c t x . j k k j j j j k k2 2
ks1 1FkFn , k/j
n
1 1 < <F t x q 2 y t . . k k j2 2
ks1
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5 n 5 < < < <Thus  t x G t y 4« . Therefore, since t G m we haveks1 k k j j j
n
< < < < < < < <t x G t y 4« G t y 4rm t « s 1 y d t . .  . k k j j j j j j j
ks1
5 n 5  . < <Putting the two pieces together we have  t x G max 1 y d tjs1 j j 1F jF n j j
and so the proof is complete.
The following result follows immediately from Theorem 2.
COROLLARY 3. A Banach space X contains an asymptotically isometric
 .  .  .copy of c if and only if for each or for some null sequence « in 0, 1 ,0 n n
 .there is a sequence x in X such that for all n g N and for all finiten n
collections of scalars t , t , t , . . .n nq1 nq2
< < < <1 y « sup t F t x F sup t . . n j j j j
jGn jGnjGn
Our next result is also a consequence of Theorem 2.
 .THEOREM 4. If G is uncountable, then any renorming of c G contains0
an asymptotically isometric copy of c . Consequently, if G is uncountable,0
 .c G cannot be renormed to ha¨e the fixed point property.0
 .  .  .Proof. Let e be the element in c G with e g s 1 and e a s 0 ifg 0 g g
5 < 5 <  .a / g . Let ? be a equivalent norm on c G . Hence there exists0
< < 5 < 5 < < <m, M ) 0 such that m sup c F  c e F M sup c for allg g F g g g F g g g g F g
finite sets F in G.
5 < 5 < < < 4Define m ' sup  c e : max c s 1, B a finite subset of A ,A bg B b b bg B b
where A is an uncountable subset of G. Note that m F m F M for allA
uncountable subsets A of G and if A and B are uncountable subsets of G
 .with A ; B, the m F m . Let A be a decreasing chain ofA B a a - v 1
uncountable subsets of G with F A s B, where v is the firsta - v a 11
 .uncountable ordinal. Then m is a non-increasing transfinite se-A a - va 1
quence of real numbers and hence eventually constant. Thus there exists
a such that if a G a , then m s m ' m .0 0 A A 0a a 0
Consider A . There exist a natural number n and real numbers c1 anda 1 j0
1 < 1 <elements g in G for j s 1, . . . , n such that max c s 1 andj 1 1F jF n j1
5 < n1 1 5 <1m y 1 F  c e F m . Since F A s B, there exists a G a0 js1 j g 0 a - v a 1 0j 1
such that g 1 f A for j s 1, . . . , n . Since m s m , there exist a naturalj a 1 0a11
number n and real numbers c2 and elements g 2 in G for j s 1, . . . , n2 j j 2
< 2 < y1 5 < n2 2 5 <2such that max c s 1 and m y 2 F  c e F m . Con-1F jF n j 0 js1 j g 02 j
 .  .tinue in this manner to obtain a block basic sequence x of e wherek g
nk k yk 5 < 5 <kx s  c e and m y 2 x F m .k js1 j g 0 k 0j
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 .Then for any c g c we havek k 0
n` ` k
k
kc x s c c e  k k k j g j /
ks1 ks1 js1
n` k
k
ks c c e  k j g j
ks1 js1
< k < < <F m sup c c s m sup c ,0 k j 0 k
and
n` ` k
k
kc x s c c e  k k k j g j
ks1 ks1 js1
< k < < <G m sup c c s m sup c .k j k
 .   . 5 < 5 <.Thus x spans an asymptotically isometric copy of c in c G , ? byk k 0 0
Theorem 2.
Remark. An immediate consequence of the fact that any equivalent
1 . 1renorming of l G contains an asymptotically isometric copy of l for G
uncountable is the fact that any equivalent renorming of l` contains an
1  w x.asymptotically isometric copy of l see 9 . One might speculate that any
equivalent renorming of l` contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c .0
However, this is not the case as the next example illustrates.
 ` 5 < 5 <.EXAMPLE 5. l , ? does not contain an asymptotically isometric
5 < 5 < `  .`copy of c , where the ? norm is defined on l as follows: if x s j0 j js1
g l` then
`
yj5 < 5 < < < < <x s sup j q 2 j .j j
j js1
5 < 5 < ` 5 5 5 < 5 < 5 5Note that ? is an equivalent norm on l and x F x F 2 x for` `
all x g l`.
 ` 5 < 5 <.Proof. Suppose that l , ? does contain an asymptotically isometric
 .  .copy of c . That is, there is a null sequence « in 0, 1 and a sequence0 n n
 . `x in l such thatn n
n
< < < <max 1 y « t F t x F max t , . j j j j j
1FjFn 1FjFnjs1
for all scalars t , t , . . . , t and for all n g N.1 2 n
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 .Without loss of generality, we can assume that the sequence xn n
 n.` 5 < 5 <converges pointwise to 0. For each n g N, let x s j . Since x Gn j js1 1
1  1 41 y « ) 0, there exists j g N such that j / 0. Let k s min j : j / 01 j j
 k . < 1 < ` yjand a s 1r3 ? 2 j . Choose N G k so that  2 - ar4. Choosek 1 jsN q11
 .N g N so that « - a , for all n G N . Since x converges pointwise to2 n 2 n n
< n <0, choose N G N such that j - ar4 for j s 1, 2, . . . , N and for all2 j 1
n g N. Hence for each n G N we have
5 5 5 < 5 <x F x`n n
`
yj n5 5 < <s x q 2 j`n j
js1
N `1
yj n yj n5 5 < < < <s x q 2 j q 2 j `n j j
js1 jsN q11
N `1 a
yj yj5 5F x q 2 q 2 `n 4js1 jsN q11
a
5 5F x q .`n 2
15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .By convexity of ? we have x F x q x q x y x , so` ` ` `n 1 n 1 n2
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5either x q x G x or x y x G x . If x q x G x ,` ` ` ` ` `1 n n 1 n n 1 n n
then we have
5 < 5 <1 G x q x1 n
`
yj 1 n5 5 < <s x q x q 2 j q j`1 n j j
js1
5 5 yk < 1 n <G x q 2 j q j`n k k
a
yk 1 n5 < 5 < < < < <G x y q 2 j y j .n k k2
a a
yk 15 < 5 < < <G x y q 2 j yn k /2 4
5 < 5 < yk < 1 <G x y a q 2 j .n k
yk < 1 <G 1 y « y a q 2 jn k
yk < 1 <G 1 y a y a q 2 j k
s 1 q a ,
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which is clearly impossible. Similarly we arrive at a contradiction if we
5 5 5 5assume that x y x G x . This completes the proof.` `1 n n
 .Remarks. 1 One consequence of Example 5 is that in Theorem 2 it
 . 5 5is not sufficient to replace condition 2 by lim x s m.nª` n
 . p2 For 1 - p - `, the space l is distortable, and hence there is an
< < p  p < <.equivalent norm ? on l so that l , ? does not contain almost isomet-
ric copies of l p. It follows from Example 5 that, even though c is not0
distortable, it has an equivalent norm with the property that c with this0
equivalent norm contains no asymptotically isometric copy of c . More0
1 w xexamples of this phenomenon in c and l can be found in 9 .0
 5 5 .THEOREM 6. If Y is a closed infinite dimensional subspace of c , ? ,`0
then Y contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c and hence Y fails the0
fixed point property.
 .Proof. Let e denote the standard unit vector basis in c . Let Zn n 0 n
 .  5 5 .denote the closed linear span of e in c , ? . Since Y is an infinite`j jG n 0
 4dimensional subspace of c , Y l Z / 0 for all n g N. Thus we can0 n
5 5 ` 1choose x g Y l Z with x s 1. We can write x s  a e , where`1 1 1 1 ns1 n n
1 < 1 <a g R for all n g N. Let n s 1. Choose n ) 1 so that sup a -n 0 1 nG n n1
y2  4 5 52 . Since Y l Z / 0 , choose x g Y l Z with x s 1. We can`n 2 n 21 1
write x s ` a 2e , where a 2 g R for all n g N. Choose n ) n so2 nsn n n n 2 11
< i < y1 y3  4that sup a - 2 ? 2 for i s 1, 2. Since Y l Z / 0 , choose xnG n n n 32 2
5 5 ` 3 3g Y l Z with x s 1. We can write x s  a e , where a g R`n 3 3 nsn n n n2 2
for all n g N. Continuing inductively in this manner we obtain a strictly
 .  .increasing sequence n in N and a sequence x in Y with x sk k k k k
` k < i <  .y1 yky1 a e , where sup a - k y 1 ? 2 for all 1 F i F k ynsn n n nG n nky 1 ky1
 .` `1 with k G 2. Fix t g c and consider the element z s  t x g Y.k ks1 0 ks1 k k
Then
n y1` ` ` kk
k iz s t a e s t a e .    k n n i n n /
nsn nsnks1 ks1 is1ky1 ky1
Also, since z g c , we can write z s ` z e . Hence for n F n F0 ns1 n n ky1
k i nky1 k 5 5n y 1, z s  t a . Let b s  a e . Note that b s 1 for all`k n is1 i n k nsn n n kky 1
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k g N. Thus for each k g N we obtain
n y1 n y1 n y1kk k k
i kz e y t b s t a e y t a e   n n k k i n n k n n /
nsn nsn nsnis1ky1 ky1 ky1` `
n y1 ky1k
is t a e  i n n /
nsn is1ky1 `
ky1
is max t a i n
n FnFn y1ky1 k is1
5 5 < i <F k y 1 t max a . ` n /n FnFn y1ky1 k
1FiFky1
1
5 5F k y 1 t . ` kq1 /2 k y 1 .
yky1 5 5s 2 t .`
Also for n F n F n y 1, we haveky1 k
k ky1
i k i< <z s t a G t a y t a n i n k n i n
is1 is1
< < < k < 5 5 < i <G t a y k y 1 t max a . `k n n
1FiFky1
1
k< < < < 5 5G t a y k y 1 t . `k n kq1 /k y 1 2 .
< < < k < yky1 5 5s t a y 2 t .`k n
Therefore
< < < < yky1 5 5max z G t y 2 t ,`n k
n FnFn y1ky1 k
and so
5 5 < < < < yky1 5 5 y1 5 5z s sup max z G sup t y 2 t G 2 t . .` ` `n k /
n FnFn y1ky1 kkG1 kG1
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Thus
n y1k
yky1 yk5 5 5 5z e y t b F 2 t F 2 z ` `n n k k
nsnky1 `
and therefore
n y1k
yk< < 5 5z e y t F 2 z . `n n k
nsnky1 `
In particular, for each k g N we have
n y1k
yk< < 5 5z e y t F 2 z . `n n k
nsnky1 `
5 nk y1 5 5 5 5 5 < <0Choose k g N so that  z e s z . Then z y t F` ` `0 n n knsn y1 0k 0yk 0 5 52 x . Consequently.`
1 1
5 5 < < < <z F t F max t .` k kyk yk0  /01 y 2 1 y 2kG1
We also have that for all k g N
n y1k
yk< < 5 5t y z e F 2 z , `k n n
nsnky1 `
and hence
n y1k
yk yk< < 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5t F z e q 2 z F z q 2 z . ` ` ` `k n n
nsnky1
Therefore
1
< < 5 5sup t F z .`kyk /1 q 2kG1
 .`Putting the above inequalities together we get that for all t g ck ks1 0
`1 1
< < < <sup t F t x F sup t .k k k kyk yk /  /1 q 2 1 y 2kG1 kG1ks1 `
 .This means that x spans an asymptotically isometric copy of c in Y.k k 0
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 .  5 5 .Remarks. 1 The real Banach space c , ? contains an infinite`0
w xdimensional subspace which does not contain an isometric copy of c 1 ,0
and thus Theorem 6 can be considered as the optimal result of this type.
 .2 The proof of Theorem 6 can be modified to show that if Y is a
 1 5 5 .closed infinite dimensional subspace of l , ? , then Y contains an1
1 asymptotically isometric copy of l and hence Y fails the fixed point
.  1 5 5 .property . Again this result can be viewed as optimal because l , ? 1
contains an infinite dimensional subspace which is strictly convex. Such a
w xsubspace was constructed by Fonf and Kadec 12 .
3. BANACH SPACES CONTAINING COMPLEMENTED
ASYMPTOTICALLY ISOMETRIC COPIES OF c0
For our purposes it is easier to work with the following equivalent
formulation of a Banach space containing an asymptotically isometric copy
of c .0
A Banach space X contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c if0
 .  .  .there is a null sequence « in 0, 1 and a sequence x in the unit balln n n n
of X such that
n
< < < <max 1 y « t F t x F max t , . j j j j n
1FjFn 1FjFnjs1
for all scalars t , t , . . . , t and for all n g N.1 2 n
 .We will refer to the sequence x as an asymptotically isometricn n
c -sequence. Note that any subsequence of an asymptotically isometric0
c -sequence is also an asymptotically isometric c -sequence.0 0
LEMMA 7. Let X be a Banach space which contains an asymptotically
 .  U . U Uisometric c -sequence x . If x is a weak null sequence in X such0 n n n n
< U <that inf x x ) 0, then X contains a complemented asymptotically isometricn n n
copy of c .0
 .  U  ..`Proof. Define an operator S : X ª c by S x s x x . The oper-0 n ns1
 U .ator S is clearly bounded and linear and is well-defined since x isn n
weakU null. The series ` x is weakly unconditionally Cauchy butns1 n
`  . < U < S x is not unconditionally convergent in c since inf x x ) 0. Byns1 n 0 n n n
w x  .  . < `2 there is a subsequence y of x such that S is an isomor-w y xn n n n n ns1
w x` w  .x`phism of y on Y s S y . The space Y is a subspace of c whichn ns1 n ns1 0
is isomorphic to c and so is complemented in c by a bounded linear0 0
 w x.projection Q see 15 . Consider the operator P : X ª X defined by
 .  < ` .y1  .P x s S QS x for each x g X. The operator P is a boundedw y xn ns1
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w x`  .linear projection from X onto y , and since y is a subsequence ofn ns1 n n
 . w x`x , y is an asymptotically isometric copy of c . Thus the proof isn n n ns1 0
complete.
w xThe next result is analogous to the Saab and Saab result 14 . We refer
w xthe reader to 6 for the basic definitions and results on tensor products of
Banach spaces.
THEOREM 8. Let X and Y be two infinite dimensional Banach spaces. If X
contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c , then the injecti¨ e tensor0
Ãproduct of X and Y, X m Y, contains a complemented asymptotically isomet-«
ric copy of c .0
Proof. Since X contains an asymptotically isometric copy of c there is0
 .  .  .a null sequence « in 0, 1 and a sequence x in the unit ball of Xn n n n
such that
n
< < < <max 1 y « t F t x F max t , . j j j j j
1FjFn 1FjFnjs1
for all scalars t , t , . . . , t and for all n g N. By passing to subsequences if1 2 n
1 .necessary, we can and do assume that « g 0, for all n g N.n 2
U U 5 U 5 U  .For each n g N, choose x g X with x F 2 and x x s 1. Letn n n n
 U . U Uy be a weak null normalized sequence in Y whose existence isn n
w xguaranteed by the Josefson]Nissenzweig Theorem 5 . For each n g N,
U U 15 5  .choose y g X with y s 1 and y y G .n n n n 2
U U 5 U 5For the scalars t , t , . . . , t , we have for each x g X with x F 11 2 n
U U 5 U 5and y g Y with y F 1
n n
U U U Ut x x y y s x t y y x .  .  . i i i i i i /
is1 is1
n
U U5 5F x t y y x . i i i
is1
< < < U <F max t y y .i i
1FiFn
< <F max t .i
1FiFn
Therefore
n n
U U U U5 5 5 5t x m y s sup t x x y y : x F 1, y F 1 .  .  . i i i i i i 5
ÃXm Yis1 is1«
< <F max t .i
1FiFn
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< < .On the other hand, if 1 F i F n is such that t 1 y 2« s0 i i0 0
< < . U U 5 U 5 U  .max t 1 y 2« choose y g Y with y F 1 and y y G 1 y1F iF n i i 0 0 0 i0U U 5 U 5 U  n U  . .« . We then choose x g X with x F 1 and x  t y y x Gi 0 0 0 is1 i 0 i 00
 .  .2 .5 n U  . 51 y 2« r 1 y «  t y y x . Thusi i is1 i 0 i i0 0
n n
U Ut x m y G t x x y y .  .  . i i i i 0 i 0 i
ÃXm Yis1 is1«
n
U Us x t y y x .0 i 0 i i /
is1
n1 y 2« i0 UG t y y x . i 0 i i2
1 y « is1 .i0
1 y 2« i0 U< <G max 1 y « t y y .  .i i 0 i2 1FiFn1 y « .i0
1 y 2« i0 U< <G t y y .i 0 i0 01 y « i0
< <G 1 y 2« t .i i0 0
< <s max 1 y 2« t . .i i
1FiFn
Ã .Therefore x m y as an asymptotically isometric c -sequence in X m Y.n n n 0 «
U U Ã U U U .  . .For each n g N, x m y g X m Y and x m y x m y sn n « n n n n
U U 1 U U U .  .  .x x y y G . Also since y is a weak null sequence in Y , then n n n n n2
U U U Ã U .  .sequence x m y is weak null in X m Y . Thus the sequencesn n n «
 .  U U .x m y and x m y satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7 and so then n n n n n
proof is completed.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 8 is the following strengthening
w xof the result of Cembranos 3 mentioned in the Introduction.
COROLLARY 9. If K is an infinite compact Hausdorff space and if X is an
 .infinite dimensional Banach space, then C K, X contains a complemented
asymptotically isometric copy of c .0
Remark. It seems to be unknown whether Corollary 9 can be improved
to say that if K is an infinite compact Hausdorff space and if X is an
 .infinite dimensional Banach space, then C K, X contains a comple-
mented isometric copy of c .0
w xOur next result is analogous to the result of Emmanuele 11 .
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THEOREM 10. Let X be a Banach space containing an asymptotically
pw x .isometric copy of c and let 1 F p F `. Then L 0, 1 , X contains a0
complemented asymptotically isometric copy of c .0
Proof. We will only give the proof for the case 1 F p - ` the case
.p s ` is quite similar .
 .  .  .Let « be a null sequence in 0, 1 and a sequence x in the unitn n n n
ball of X such that
n
< < < <max 1 y « t F t x F max t , . j j j j j
1FjFn 1FjFnjs1
for all scalars t , t , . . . , t and for all n g N.1 2 n
w xFor each n g N we denote the nth Rademacher function on 0, 1 by r .n
pw x .  . .  .Then x m r g L 0, 1 , X , where x m r t s x r t andn n n n n n
n
< < < <max 1 y « t F t x m r t F max t . . .  .j j j j j j
1FjFn 1FjFnjs1
Therefore
n
< < < <max 1 y « t F t x m r F max t . . j j j j j j
1FjFn 1FjFnjs1 p
 U . U  .Let x be a bounded sequence in X which is biorthogonal to x .n n n n
 U .  pw x ..UThen the sequence x m r lies in L 0, 1 , X and for each n g N,n n n
 U . . w x  U . Ux m r x m r s 1. As in 11 , x m r is weak null so the se-n n n n n n n
 .  U .quences x m r and x m r satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7 andn n n n n n
thus the proof is completed.
An interesting, and apparently overlooked result, of Dõaz and FernandezÂ
w x4 , is the following:
 .THEOREM DõAZ-FERNANDEZ . If a real Banach space contains c , thenÂ Â 0
it must contain either a complemented copy of c or a copy of l1.0
Using the method of proof of the Dõaz]Fernandez Theorem and LemmaÂ Â
7 we easily obtain
COROLLARY 11. Let X be a Banach space containing an asymptotically
isometric copy of c and suppose that X does not contain a copy of l1. Then X0
contains a complemented asymptotically isometric copy of c .0
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Note added in proof : After this paper was completed, the authors were informed by Dirk
w xWerner that the Dõaz-Fernandez result 4 was also obtained independently by H. Pfitzner,Â Â
 .``c , l , und Grothendieckraume'', Diplomarbeit, Free University of Berlin 1989 . He alsoÈ0 1
w xreminded us that an example, similar to that of Alspach 1 , was independently obtained by
E. Behrends, ``On Banach spaces X for which every infinite-dimensional closed subspace
 .contains an isometric copy of X '', unpublished 1984 . We thank Professor Werner for these
helpful comments.
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